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Abstract. The semiannual mean CME velocities for the time interval of 1979–1989 have been
analyzed to reveal a complex cyclic variation with a peak at the solar cycle maximum and a secondary
peak at the minimum of the cycle. The growth of the mean CME width is accompanied by a growth of
the mean CME velocity. It is shown that the cyclic variations of the mean CME velocity and the mean
CME width are associated with the cyclic variations of the large-scale magnetic field structure and
that the secondary peak of the semiannual mean CME velocity in 1985–1986 is due to a significant
contribution of fast CMEs with a width of∼100◦ at the minimum of the cycle. This peak is supposed
to be due to the increasing role of the global large-scale magnetic field system with a characteristic
size of cells of∼ 70◦ –100◦ at the minimum of the cycle and the respective particularities of the
large-scale magnetic field configuration in the corona.

1. Introduction

A coronal mass ejection (CME) is one the most powerful geoeffective events of
solar activity. The number of papers that analyze the measured CME properties,
including their occurrence rates, location relative to the solar disk, angular widths,
and speeds, is large (Kahler, 1992; Gosling, 1993; Hundhausen, 1993; Webb, 1992,
1995, 1997). Some evidence for a CME relation to the heliospheric current sheet
(HCS), and thus, to the large-scale solar magnetic fields (LSMF), is available in
papers by Hundhausen (1993) and Webbet al. (1997). Ivanov, Obridko, and Shelt-
ing (1997) and Ivanovet al. (1999) compared the locations and occurrence rates
of CMEs with the main LSMF characteristics and arrived at the conclusion that
CME events were caused by interaction of two large-scale field systems. One of
them (the global system of open magnetic fields) determines the location of CMEs
and another (the system of closed magnetic fields) – their occurrence rate. The
former manifests itself in the photosphere as a system of elements with a typical
size of∼ 70◦–110◦ and is characterized by a reduced differentiality of rotation.
It is observed in the photosphere as the sectoral component of the solar magnetic
field. In the corona and in interplanetary space, it is connected with the heliospheric
current sheet and determines the sector structure of the interplanetary magnetic
field. This system will be called henceforth the first LSMF system. Another large-
scale field system appears in the photosphere as a system of closed magnetic fields
with element sizes of∼30◦– 40◦ (Ivanov, 1986, 1994, 1995, 1996; Ambrož, 1992).
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It seems to be due to differentially rotating magnetic fields that lie at small depths
and manifest themselves as active regions or plages (Ivanov, 1986, 1994, 1995,
1996). We shall call it the second LSMF system. These two field systems and their
interaction are considered in more detail in Ivanov (1994, 1995, 1996) and Obridko
and Shelting (1999).

The main objective of this work is to investigate the cyclic variation of the mean
CME velocity and its relation to the cyclic variation of the large-scale magnetic
field structure. We shall also demonstrate that the secondary peak of the semiannual
mean CME velocity at the minimum of the cycle is due to a significant contribution
of fast CMEs (V > 400 km s−1) with a width of∼100◦.

Section 2 describes the data, selected for the analysis. Section 3 is devoted to
the study of cyclic variations of the semiannual mean CME velocity and width.
Section 4 is devoted to their dependence on the structure variations of the large-
scale magnetic field. In Section 5 we discuss the results.

2. Observation Data

To investigate the cyclic variation of the semiannual mean CME velocity and an-
gular width, as well as their relation to the structure variations of the large-scale
magnetic field, we have used the catalogues of CME data from the Solar Maximum
Mission satellite (Burkepileet al., 1993), and from P78-1 (Howardet al., 1991).
The coronagraph’s duty cycle for all years following the 1984 SMM repair was
quite high, with complete coverage averaging 78% of the available orbits each
year. Annual values for the duty cycle have been published by MacQueen and St.
Cyr (1991). We made no additional attempts to correct our calculations for the
duty cycle of either the P78-1 or SMM coronagraphs. But we compared the CME
data from SMM and P78-1 for the time intervals when observations were carried
out on both satellites. This comparison revealed some systematic differences that
concerned, first of all, the estimates of CME angular widths and, to a smaller extent,
their apparent latitudes. As a rule, the mean CME widths estimated from SMM
data are by about 10◦–30◦ greater than those obtained from P78-1. This systematic
difference is obviously due to different instrumental facilities of the satellites and
different recording procedures. In Section 3, we try to make consistent the CME
widths from SMM and P78-1, proceeding from the relationship between the CME
velocities and widths. As for the CME velocity distributions, they were practically
the same in both databases, which allowed a general catalogue of CME velocity
data to be compiled for the analysis of CME velocities. In the case when more than
one velocity value was given for a CME in the Burkepile and St. Cyr Catalogue,
we used only one value for the leading edge of CME. When an acceleration of a
CME was observed, we took the maximum velocity. Besides, we have excluded
the CME events with undefined or zero velocities, as well as several CME events
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from the P78-1 data with widthsW = 360◦. All other CME events from SMM and
P78-1 had angular widthsW ≤ 180◦.

3. Cyclic Variations of Semiannual Mean CME Velocities and Widths

Figure 1 illustrates the CME velocity distribution based on the data from the gen-
eral catalogue of CME velocities for 1979–1989. As seen from the figure, the
scatter of velocities is so great that, at first sight, no dependence of CME ve-
locity on the phase of the cycle can be inferred. As in the case of solar flares,
the properties of each particular CME event obviously depend on the particular
occurrence conditions. However, we believe that the mean statistical parameters
of CME are determined by the typical features of the large-scale structure of solar
magnetic fields, so that the CME velocities averaged over a long time interval (e.g.,
a year or half a year) must represent the cyclic variation of this structure. In fact,
the CME velocities approximated by a 10th-order polynomial (solid line in Fig-
ure 1) reveal some cyclic variations with the maxima in 1982, 1986, and 1989. The
same variations are evident in the envelope of CME velocity distributions (dashed
line in Figure 1), plotted over the average values of 3 maximum CME velocities
for each half-year interval. Besides the cyclic variation, this curve demonstrates
quasi-biennial oscillations of the maximum CME velocity.

The semiannual mean and median CME velocities and angular widths, as well
as the semiannual summary CME numbers, derived separately from the SMM and
P78-1 data, are represented in Figure 2 as a function of the solar cycle. The sixth-
order polynomial fits for the mean CME velocity from the SMM and P78-1 data
are shown with solid lines in Figure 2(a). The lower dashed curve in Figure 2(b)
illustrates the CME angular widths measured on P78-1. The upper left solid line
shows the same P78-1 values, recalculated to make them fit the corresponding
SMM data. (The fitting method is described below.) The tenth-order polynomial fits
for the median CME velocity and width from the SMM and P78-1 data are shown
with dashed lines in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) (the upper dashed lines). Figure 2(c)
represents the semiannual summary CME numbers. We believe that both the mean
and median CME velocities and widths are characterized by the same standard
error of the mean value. Therefore, to avoid overloading Figures 2 and 3, we have
only plotted the error bars for the mean velocity and width points.

Figure 3 illustrates cyclic variations of the mean and median CME velocities,
widths, and numbers for the data averaging intervals of a year and six months and
for different start times of the averaging interval (shifted in phase by a quarter or
half a year). The tenth-order polynomial fits for the semiannual mean (Figures 3(a–
c)) and median (Figures 3(d) and 3(e)) CME velocities and widths are shown with
solid and dashed lines for averaging intervals starting at the beginning of each
half-year interval and shifted by a quarter of a year, respectively. (Sixth-order
polynomials are used for the widths from P78-1 data.) As seen from the figure,
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Figure 1.CME velocity distribution in 1979–1989. Thesolid lineshows the CME velocities approx-
imated by a 10th-order polynomial. Thedashed lineis the envelope of the CME velocity distribution,
plotted by averaging three maximum-velocity values for each half-year interval.

the cyclic variations of CME velocity, width, and number do not depend on the
choice of the data averaging interval, its start time, and the use of the mean or
median values. Henceforth, we shall only deal with the mean values. But, in fact,
the obtained results are valid for the median values, too.

Let us consider the relationship between the CME velocities and widths, sepa-
rately for the SMM and P78-1 data. Figure 4 illustrates the CME velocityV as a
function of the CME angular widthW separately for (a) SMM, (b) P78-1, and (c)
for both data bases. One can readily see thatV grows linearly with the growth of
W asV = a + bW . However, thea andb coefficients differ in the expressions
for the SMM and the P78-1 data. Let us regard the SMM data as the main data
base. Then, theV (W ) dependence for P78-1 must be modified to fit the similar
expression for SMM. As a result,V will remain unchanged,a andb will be the
same as in the expression for SMM, andW will became greater than the measured
P78-1 values. In this case, theV (W ) approximating lines for SMM and P78-1 will
coincide (Figure 4(d)).

The upper solid line in Figure 2(b) represents the new corrected values of the
angular mean CME widths from P78-1. Note that, in the process of fitting, some
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Figure 2.The semiannual mean and median (a) CME velocities, (b) angular widths, and (c) semi-
annual summary CME numbers, derived separately from the SMM and P78-1 data bases. Thesolid
lines in (a) and (b) show the sixth-order polynomial fits for the mean CME velocity from SMM and
P78-1. Thelower dashed linein (b) corresponds to the measured CME angular widths from P78-1,
theupper left solid lineshows the P78-1 angular widths re-calculated to fit the corresponding SMM
values. The 10th-order polynomial fits for the median CME velocities and widths from the SMM and
P78-1 data are shown withdashed linesin panels (a) and (b) (theupper dashed line).
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Figure 3a–c

Figure 3.Cyclic variations of (a–c) the mean and (d, e) median CME velocity, angular width, and
number for different averaging intervals and different start times of the averaging interval. Thefilled
circlesandtrianglesin (a), (b), (d), and (e) show, respectively, the semiannual intervals starting at the
beginning of each half-year interval and shifted by a quarter of a year. In the case of the mean CME
velocity (a–c), theopen circlesrefer to the annual intervals starting at the beginning of each year
and theopen triangles, to the annual intervals shifted by half a year. For the median CME velocity
(d, e), theopen circles(SMM data) andsquares(P78-1 data) refer to the annual intervals starting
at the beginning of each year, and theopen triangles(SMM data) anddiamonds(P78-1 data) to
the annual intervals shifted by half a year. Theopen(SMM data) andfilled (P78-1 data)circles in
panel (c) denote the semiannual intervals starting at the beginning of each half-year interval, thefilled
trianglesrefer to the semiannual intervals shifted by a quarter of a year. The tenth-order polynomial
fits (sixth-order for the width from the P78-1 data) for (a–c) the semiannual mean and (d, e) median
CME velocities and widths are shown withsolidanddashed linesin Figure 3. The data approximated
by dashed linesare shifted in phase relative to the data approximated bysolid linesby a quarter of a
year.
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.Figure 3d, e

CME angular widths from P78-1 became greater than 180◦ and were excluded.
However, they are not numerous and do not much influence the obtained results.

As seen from Figure 2, the mean CME velocity and width (unlike the number of
CME events) display a cyclic variation that does not coincide with the well-known
Wolf number curve. Besides the noticeable peaks in the vicinity of the maxima of
solar cycles 21 and 22 (1981–1982, 1989), the semiannual mean CME velocities
and widths display a secondary peak from the second half of 1985 until the first
half of 1986.

We constructed distributions of CME numbers as a function of velocity for each
half-year interval with a step of 100 km s−1 (absolute semiannual CME distribu-
tions). Thereafter, we constructed a semiannual distribution where the number of
CMEs for each velocity step was divided by the total semiannual CME number.
Hereinafter, we shall call such distribution a relative velocity distribution. Similar
distributions were constructed for the angular CME widths at a step of 10◦. Figure 5
illustrates cyclic variations of the absolute and relative (in percent) semiannual
CME distributions as a function of velocity and width for 1979–1989. The distrib-
ution of CMEs in width for 1979–1983 and the first half of 1984 was plotted using
the fitted CME widths from P78-1. The measured CME widths were smoothed
by moving 20◦ intervals to eliminate artificial 5◦ stratification due to rounding
off the P78-1 data. The fitting to SMM data increases stratification up to∼10◦.
The absolute semiannual CME distributions in velocity and width for 1979–1989
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Figure 4a, b

Figure 4.The CME velocity,V , as a function of the CME angular width,W , for (a) SMM data, (b)
P78-1 data, (c) SMM and real P78-1 data, (d) SMM and ‘fitted’ P78-1 data.

display the well-known 11-year and quasi-biennial cyclic variations. Besides, the
variations of relative semiannual CME distributions in velocity and width reveal
a relative increase of the number of fast (V > 400 km s−1) and wide (W ≥ 40–
50◦) CMEs at the minimum of the 11-year cycle. This fact seems to explain the
secondary peak of the semiannual mean CME velocity in the second half of 1985
and the first half of 1986. To check this hypothesis, let us consider Figures 6–9.

Let us consider the cyclic variation in the absolute and relative annual distribu-
tion of CME widths separately for slow (V < Vb) and fast (V > Vb) CMEs. The
choice of the border velocity,Vb, used to separate the slow and fast CMEs is, of
course, a bit arbitrary. The choice ofVb = 400 km s−1 is based on the relative CME
velocity distribution in Figure 5. However, either absolute or relative distributions
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.Figure 4b, c

of CME widths do not depend on the chosenVb (at least, up toVb = 600 km s−1).
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) illustrate the absolute and relative annual distributions of
CME widths separately for slow (two panels at the top) and fast (two panels at the
bottom) CMEs for the period of 1979–1989 atVb = 400 km s−1 (Figure 6(a)) and
Vb = 600 km s−1 (Figure 6(b)). Variations in the absolute and relative distribution
of CME widths do not change as the start time of the annual interval shifts by
half or a quarter of a year. To save space, we do not show here these distributions,
which are absolutely similar to those illustrated in Figures 6(a) and 6(b). All fig-
ures clearly display an additional peak of the relative number of fast CMEs with
W ∼ 100◦ at the minimum of the 11-year cycle (1985–1986). This peak is absent
in the distribution of slow CMEs.

Our results for the period of 1985–1986 are based on the analysis of a relatively
small number of CMEs (Figure 7(b)). Their total annual number ranges from 25
to 40 events depending on the start time of the averaging interval. However this
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Figure 5.Variations of the absolute and relative (in %) semiannual CME distributions in velocity and width for 1979–1989.
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Figure 6a.Variations in the absolute and relative (in %) semiannual distribution of CME widths for
slow (top) and fast (bottom) CMEs forVb = 400 km s−1.

Figure 6b.Variations in the absolute and relative (in %) semiannual distribution of CME widths for
slow (top) and fast (bottom) CMEs forVb = 600 km s−1.
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Figure 7. Cyclic variations in (a) the relative semiannual summary number of fast CMEs for
Vb = 400 km s−1 (dashed line with asterisks) andVb = 600 km s−1 (dashed line with open
circles) and the semiannual mean CME velocity (solid line); and (b) variations in the semiannual
summary number of slow and fast CMEs forVb = 400 km s−1 andVb = 600 km s−1.

secondary peak of the semiannual mean CME velocity at the minimum of the 11-
year cycle is not apparently related to a particular single active region. The duration
of this velocity increase is no less than a year and does not depend on the chosen
length or start time of the averaging interval.

Figure 7 shows (a) cyclic variations of the relative semiannual summary number
of fast CMEs forVb = 400 km s−1 andVb = 600 km s−1 (solid lines) together with
variations of the semiannual mean CME velocity (dashed line) and (b) variations
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of the semiannual summary number of slow and fast CMEs forVb = 400 km s−1

andVb = 600 km s−1. It should be noted that, unlike the ordinary cyclic curve for
CME numbers with the extrema at the maximum and minimum of the solar cycle
(Figure 7(b)), variations of the semiannual mean CME velocity display a peak at
the minimum of the cycle (1985–1986) in addition to the peaks in the maximum
epochs (1981–1982, 1989). One can also see that fast CMEs display an extra
maximum of the relative number at the minimum of the solar cycle, comparable
with the maxima of the relative semiannual summary numbers of fast CMEs at the
maxima of cycles 21 and 22. The comparison of the lines in Figure 7(a) shows an
amazing similarity of all three variations. This implies that the cyclic variation of
the semiannual mean CME velocity is mainly determined by the relative number of
the fast CMEs. Figure 7(b) shows also that, besides the cyclic variation, the CME
numbers display noticeable quasi-biennial variations.

Figure 8 represents (a) cyclic variations of the semiannual sums of CME ve-
locity squared,6V 2, separately for the slow and fast CMEs; (b) variation of the
ratio of6V 2 for the fast CMEs to6V 2 for the slow CMEs separately forVb =
400 km s−1 andVb = 600 km s−1; and (c, d) semiannual sums of the CME velocity
squared, divided by the total CME number for each half-year interval (6V 2/n),
separately for the slow (c) and fast (d) CMEs.

Assuming that the summarized semiannual CME energy is proportional to6V 2,
we can readily see that, though the slow CMEs exceed in number the fast ones
(Figure 7(b)), the latter make the principal contribution to the total CME energy.
This contribution was the largest in the epochs near the maximum of the 11-year
cycle (1981–1982, 1989), when the most powerful CME events were recorded.
The contribution of the fast CMEs is also noticeable in 1984, as well as at the
minimum of the cycle in 1986, when their relative contribution was the largest. We
should also mention a noticeable quasi-biennial variation both of the number, and
of the total energy of CMEs during the 11-year cycle.

The mean CME power for each half-year interval,6V 2/n, behaves in a differ-
ent way for slow (Figure 7(c)) and fast (Figure 7(d)) events.6V 2/n for slow CMEs
displays a usual 11-year cycle with a small additional peak at the cycle minimum.
Contrary to that, the6V 2/n curve for fast CMEs considerably differs from the
usual cycle curve. The largest maximum on this curve is observed at the minimum
of the Wolf number cycle (1985). This peak is much higher than the peaks at the
maxima of the Wolf number cycle. Quasi-biennial variations (1–2 years) are also
present on this plot.

4. Relevance of the CME Velocity and Width to the Large-Scale Magnetic
Field Structure

Let us consider the relationship between the cyclic variation of the CME veloc-
ity, width, and numbers and the cyclic curve of the index of the effective solar
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Figure 8.(a) Cyclic variations in the semiannual summary velocity squared,6V 2, separately for slow and fast CMEs; (b) the ratio of6V 2 values for the
fast and slow CMEs forVb = 400 km s−1 andVb = 600 km s−1; (c, d) semiannual sums of the CME velocities squared, divided by the number of CMEs
for each half-year interval,6V 2/n, separately for (c) the slow and (d) fast CMEs.
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multipole,n, that characterizes the typical scale of the large-scale magnetic field
structure.

The index of the effective solar multipole,

n = −0.5lg(Iss/Iph)/ lg(2.5),

is determined by taking the logarithm of the ratio of theI (Br) value at the source
surface,Iss, to that in the photosphere,Iph, (Ivanov, Obridko, and Shelting, 1997).
The energy index of the global magnetic field,I (Br), is by definitionI (Br) =
〈B2〉, where〈B2〉 is the square intensity of the magnetic field radial component
averaged over a surface of radiusr (Obridko and Ermakov, 1989; Obridko and
Shelting, 1992). The indicesI (Br) andn are calculated under potential approx-
imation by using the calculation procedure where the components of the solar
magnetic field are represented in the form of Legendre polynomials. The index of
the effective solar multipole,n, describes the contribution of different components
of the solar magnetic field at various stages of the 11-year solar cycle. In fact, when
passing from the photosphere to the source surface, the magnetic flux changes in
accordance with the expressionBss = Bphr

−n, wheren = 3 for a dipole source,
n = 4 for a quadrupole source, andn > 4 for a higher-order multipole source.
When the field under consideration is a combined field from several sources with
different weight,n can assume values from 3 to 4 (in the case of combined dipole
and quadrupole sources) or higher (in the case of a higher-order multipole field).
The relative contribution of the first (the global system of open magnetic fields,
defined by dipole and quadrupole sources) and the second (the system of closed
magnetic fields, defined by high-order multipole sources) LSMF systems changes
depending on the phase of the solar cycle, so thatn ranges from 3 to 5.

In Figure 9, the cyclic variation of the index,n, is superimposed on the corre-
sponding cyclic curves of semiannual mean CME velocities, angular widths, and
semiannual summary CME numbers, separately for the SMM and P78-1 data. A
good agreement betweenn and the number of CME events was expected as it
corroborated our earlier conclusion of a close relationship between the CME occur-
rence rate and the typical scale of the large-scale magnetic field structure (Ivanov,
Obridko, and Shelting, 1997; Ivanovet al., 1999). However the relationship be-
tweenn and the CME velocity and width is more complicated. At the minimum
of the cycle (1985–1986), the semiannual mean CME velocity and width increase
together with a simultaneous growth of the typical scale of the large-scale magnetic
field structure (decreasingn index). At the growth and decay phases of the cycle,
they increase together with a simultaneous decrease of the typical scale of the large-
scale magnetic field structure (increasingn index). This contradiction is probably
due to the difference in cyclic variations of the large-scale magnetic field structure
in the photosphere and corona. The predominant field system in the photosphere
is a system of closed magnetic fields with a mean size of typical elements of
∼30◦– 40◦, which determines the CME occurrence rate (cyclic variation). This is
the system that most of the slow (V < 400 km s−1) CMEs with an angular width
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Figure 9.The semiannual mean (a) CME velocity, (b) angular width, and (c) the semiannual summary
CME number (alldashed lines) as a function of the solar cycle with the superimposed index of the
effective solar multipole,n (solid line).
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W < 40– 60◦ are connected with. In the corona, the global system of open mag-
netic fields (OMF) prevails, with the size of typical elements of∼70–110◦. This
global system evidently determines the cyclic evolution of fast (V > 400 km s−1)
CMEs with an angular widthW > 60◦ (∼100◦ at the minimum) and quasi-biennial
variations of the CME number. Its role increases at the minimum of the Wolf
number cycle. This system is likely to determine the physical characteristics of
CMEs, such as their angular width and velocity.

5. Discussion of Results

The previous sections lead us to the conclusion that the cyclic behaviour of all 3
CME parameters – the velocity, the angular width, and the number – are closely
related to the cyclic variation of the large-scale solar magnetic fields.

A complicated character of cyclic variations of the semiannual mean CME ve-
locity is due to the following factors. Firstly, the relation between the CME velocity,
V , and width,W , is described well enough by a linear approximation:V grows
with the growth ofW . While the number of CME events is mostly determined
by the system of closed magnetic fields with a size of elements of∼30◦–40◦
prevailing in the photosphere – the second LSFM system, that is enhanced in the
maximum epochs and weakens at the minimum, the CME velocity,V , and width,
W , seems to be more closely related to the system of global open fields with a
typical size of elements of∼70◦–110◦ that is predominant in the corona – the
first LSMF system. Therefore the cyclic variations of the semiannual mean CME
velocity and width are determined basically by the cyclic variation of the struc-
ture of large-scale magnetic fields in the corona, i.e. by the configuration of open
magnetic fields. In addition, the variation of the semiannual mean CME velocity is
mainly due to the variation of the relative number of fast CMEs with a velocity of
V > 400 km s−1. The relative growth of the semiannual mean CME velocity at the
minimum of the 11-year cycle (the secondary peak) is due to a relative increase of
the number of the wide (W ∼ 100◦) fast CMEs in that epoch. An important role in
generation of the latter probably belongs to the first (global) LSMF system.

Though the slow CMEs significantly exceed in number the fast ones, the latter
make a fundamental contribution to the total CME energy. This contribution is
most significant in the epochs of maximum of the 11-year cycles, when the most
powerful CME events tend to occur. At the same time, the relative number of the
most powerful fast CMEs is the greatest at the minimum of the 11-year cycle,
although the total CME number in this period is, of course, low.

We should mention a noticeable quasi-biennial variation both of the number,
and of the total energy of fast CMEs during the 11-year cycle. Note that quasi-
biennial variations are typical especially of the first LSFM system (the global
magnetic field system that determines the 2- and 4-sector structure of the solar
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magnetic field). This is additional evidence of a close relation of fast CMEs to the
global system of the large-scale solar magnetic fields prevailing in the corona.
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